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We consider the 2D S-matrix bootstrap in the presence of supersymmetry, Z2 and Z4 symme-
try. At the boundary of the allowed S-matrix space we encounter well known integrable models
such as the supersymmetric sine-Gordon and restricted sine-Gordon models, novel elliptic deforma-
tions thereof, as well as a two parameter family of Z4 elliptic S-matrices previously proposed by
Zamolodchikov. We highlight an intricate web of relations between these various S-matrices.
I. SOME BEAUTIFUL SECTIONS
The S-matrix bootstrap aims at determining the space
of possible S-matrices in unitary relativistic quantum
field theories. The S-matrix space can be very rich, with
pointy structures such as edges and cusps. It is hard to
visualize it since we are dealing with an infinite dimen-
sional space so in practice we pick sections. If the theory
has bound states, for instance, a natural set of variables
to follow are the residues of S-matrix elements at their
corresponding poles which physically correspond to the
on-shell three particle couplings. While if the theory has
no bound states we can measure the two-to-two S-matrix
elements at some off-shell points, thus defining effective
off-shell four point couplings. By picking appropriate lin-
ear functionals and S-matrix ansatze, we thus explore the
possible S-matrix space sections compatible with cross-
ing and unitarity following [10, 12]. In this letter we will
consider a few simple sections which are two or three di-
mensional and thus can be nicely plotted. The physical
setups we will consider are:
(A) Scattering of a massive real supermultiplet with
and without bound states.
(B) A generic degenerate boson-fermion scattering
where the previous case should sit in a special limit.
(C) Z4 symmetric models.
We will always be in two spacetime dimensions.
These examples are richer than the setup of [12–14]
where the scattering of the lightest real bosonic particles
in a gapped theory was considered but still simpler than
the scattering of particles in the fundamental representa-
tion of a O(N) flavour symmetry [5, 9], with U(N) sym-
metry [15] or when we scatter the two lightest particles
in Z2 symmetric 2D theories [10]. The great merit of the
simpler examples considered herein is that they are sim-
ple enough to be able to be analytically described while
rich enough to capture many of the intricate features of
these other more elaborate examples. To generate all the
plots here we followed the usual numerical algorithms in
S-matrix bootstrap explorations, see appendix F for a
telegraphic summary.
A. The simplicity of supersymmetry
As the first example we consider a system with N = 1
supersymmetry in which the lightest supermultiplet con-
sists of a single real boson φ and a Majorana fermion
ψ both of mass m. There are five possible two-to-two
scattering amplitudes but SUSY relates most of them so
that in the end only two channels are independent: the
scattering of bosons Sφφφφ(s) and the forward scattering
of a boson against a fermion Sφψφψ (s). These two ampli-
tudes are crossing symmetric. They may have poles cor-
responding to bosonic or fermionic bound-states which
would also be in an N = 1 multiplet, hence with cou-
plings all related by SUSY, see appendix C for details.
Evaluated at the crossing symmetric point s∗ = 2m2
these two amplitudes define a nice two dimensional sec-
tion of effective four point off-shell couplings which we
can use to probe the supersymmetric S-matrix space.
The space allowed for the two independent quartic
off-shell couplings is depicted in figure 1. In purple,
the smallest region, corresponds to the allowed coupling
space for theories with no bound states. Then the S-
matrix elements have no poles inside the physical strip.
This purple football-like shape has two cusps correspond-
ing to the free theories where S = ±I. At its boundary
we find a remarkable well-known S-matrix: it’s nothing
but the lightest breather-breather S-matrix of the super-
symmetric sine-Gordon theory (SSG) stripped out of the
overall CDD-pole. This is also known as the breather
S-matrix of the restricted sine-Gordon model (RSG) al-
though this is quite a misnomer since the RSG model has
no bound states. For a brief review of the so called RSG
model see appendix D 2. The purple shape’s boundary
can actually be read off from the RSG S-matrices and
possess a nice closed form(
Sφφφφ(s∗), S
φψ
φψ (s∗)
)
boundary
= ±(1± 2a, 1)×
×
exp
(
i
piLi2
( i(1−2a√1−a2)
2a2−1
)− ipiLi2( i(2a√1−a2−1)2a2−1 )− 2Cpi )√
1− a2 + a ,
where C ' 0.915966 is the Catalan’s constant and a > 0.
It is quite amusing to see such rich analytic structure
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FIG. 1. Allowed N = 1 S-matrix space with a single bound
state of mass mbs/m = {1.73, 1.76, 1.80, 1.85, 1.90, 1.96}
transforming in the fundamental/anti-fundamental represen-
tation represented in red/blue. As we increase the mass of
the bound state the allowed space shrinks.
arise from such a simple convex optimization problem.
From an algebraic perspective, it is quite remarkable that
all along the purple region we obtain S-matrices which
obey the Yang-Baxter factorization condition although
this condition was not imposed in any way.
In addition to the scattered boson and fermion we also
consider a setup where there is a single bound state su-
permultiplet (b, f) of mass mbs with b and f being the
bosonic and fermionic bound states, respectively. This is
implemented by allowing for simple poles in the physical
sheet in the previous S-matrix elements at s and t equal
to m2bs. As explained in appendix C the bound state su-
permultiplet can transforms in the fundamental or the
anti-fundamental representaion. These differ for slightly
different relations between the couplings arising in the
S-matrix elements, see equations (C2). The allowed S-
matrix space for both cases obtained from the numerical
optimization is depicted in figure 1. The various red or
blue regions correspond to the allowed S-matrix space
for various bound state masses mbs in either of the two
possible representations. As the mass of the bound state
increases these regions shrink. When mbs = 2m, the
bound state dissolves into the two-particle threshold and
we recover the bound state free space depicted in purple
at figure 1.
The vertex at the top right corner of the red regions –
corresponding to the S-matrix space with a single funda-
mental multiplet bound state – corresponds to the light-
est breather S-matrix of the supersymmetric sine-Gordon
model (SSG) [1]. We could also find that the S-matrix
living at the top cusp of the blue regions – correspond-
ing to the S-matrix space with a single anti-fundamental
multiplet bound state – is an analytic continuation of
the SSG S-matrix multiplied by an overall minus sign,
see appendix D 4 for details. We do not know of a La-
grangian theory which realizes this factorized S-matrix.
Finally, we have the boundaries connecting to these red
and blue vertices. We were able to find the exact S-
matrices living at these boundaries, see appendix D 6.
They saturate unitarity as usual but don’t satisfy the
Yang-Baxter factorization equations. These S-matrices
are most likely not physical S-matrices but perhaps they
are close enough to physical S-matrices with very little
particle production. Finally, note that all this seems to
be consistent with the classical intuition from [2] where
it was found that the only supersymmetric model with
a single real scalar boson and a Majorana fermion, with
a Lagrangian description and without tree level particle
production is the SSG model. Would be interesting to
see if the blue cusps admits a Lagrangian description in
terms of a fermion plus a pseudo-scalar.
B. How special is SUSY?
Supersymmetric theories are special instances of theo-
ries with bosons and fermions with further non-bosonic
symmetries relating them. It is thus natural to look for
generic theories with bosons and fermions without su-
persymmetry and see whether supersymmetry, with its
extra structure, emerges naturally at special points in
the allowed theory space. This is what we turn to next.
We consider a general Z2 symmetric system with an
even (the boson φ) and an odd particle (the fermion ψ)
with the same mass m, but a priori no symmetry relat-
ing them. To make contact with the previous bounds
we also assume the existence of a boson (b), fermion (f)
pair of bound states both with the same mass mbs but,
again, with no symmetry relating them. We then have
a nice three dimensional section of the allowed S-matrix
space parametrized by the three independent couplings
gφφb, gψψb and gφψf . This space can be plotted follow-
ing [10]; the result is the nice hourglass looking cou-
pling space shown in figure 2. The supersymmetric sine-
Gordon model beautifully appears as a special point (the
green dot) on the boundary of the allowed space. At this
point, all three couplings are related by supersymmetry.
We also encounter an elliptic deformation of the SSG
model (black curve) previously obtained in [10].1 This
1 Strictly speaking the elliptic deformation found in [10] is an an-
alytic continuation of the one found here. Here we are taking
mbs >
√
2m to pass by the SSG in its physical domain where
the second breathers are constrained to be in such mass range.
There we took mbs = 1 so we were instead studying the elliptic
deformation of an analytic continuation of the SSG beyond its
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FIG. 2. Coupling space for Z2 symmetric theories with a sin-
gle bound state obtained from the S-matrix bootstrap. In this
figure mbs =
√
3m and all couplings are measured in units
of m. The green point is the supersymmetric sine-Gordon
theory, while the bold black line corresponds to an integrable
elliptic deformation of SSG. The blue region is the fundamen-
tal domain: the rest of the 3D space can be obtained from it
through trivial reflections corresponding to symmetries of the
bootstrap problem.
elliptic deformation contains a parameter κ and varying
it in the allowed range yields the bold curve in figure 2,
in special when κ = 0 we recover SSG. This elliptic de-
formation preserves integrability, but breaks supersym-
metry and its explicit form is given in appendix D 5.
This elliptic S-matrix is not the famous Zamolod-
chikov’s Z4 S-matrix found in [21]; the Z2 S-matrix we
found has a different matrix structure and contains a
bound-state. Nonetheless, it does share many of its prop-
erties. Given that we encounter such rich elliptic solu-
tions at the boundary of the allowed S-matrix space it
is most natural to look for Zamolodchikov’s Z4 S-matrix
and see if that one can also be found in an appropriate
bootstrap problem. This is what we discuss in the next
section.
C. The faces of Z4 symmetry
Inspired by the newly obtained elliptic S-matrix dis-
cussed in section I B, we consider a Z4 symmetric setup
with a particle-antiparticle pair of mass m whose charges
physical regime. We expect the elliptic deformation encountered
here to correspond to a proper physical theory; we suspect that
this is not the case for the analytically continued version in [10].
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FIG. 3. S-matrix space for the Z4 symmetric S-matrix boot-
strap at s∗ = 2m2. The faces are equivalent to the Zamolod-
chikov’s Z4 S-matrices (appendix D 3) and the edges to the
sine-Gordon kinks S-matrices (appendix D 1).
under Z4 are one and three. We assume that there are
no further particles in the spectrum
After imposing selection rules from charge conservation
and constraints from crossing, C, P and T, see details in
appendix B, we are left with 3 independent amplitudes:
S1111 , S
33
11 and S
31
13 . In similar spirit to the scenario with-
out bound states considered in the SUSY setup, section
I A, we bootstrap the allowed space for the off-shell four
point couplings defined by the values of these three inde-
pendent amplitudes evaluated at the crossing symmetric
point s∗ = 2m2.
The result is the smoothed rhombic dodecahedron dis-
played in figure 3. Yang-Baxter factorization once again
makes an unexpected appearance: the full two dimen-
sional surface2 corresponds to Zamolodchikov’s famous
Z4 symmetric integrable S-matrix [21]. Edges connecting
threefold vertices and fourfold vertices correspond, up to
change of basis, to limits where the Z4 S-matrix degener-
ates into the sine-Gordon kinks S-matrix with γ ≥ pi, see
section II. In particular, fourfold vertices are equivalent
to limits in which the Z4 or sine-Gordon S-matrix be-
comes free . The threefold vertices of the dodecahedron
are smoothened resembling the pre-vertices of [4].
As far as Yang-Baxter is concerned we encountered
this mysterious bonus factorization at special kinks in
the supersymmetric setup (figure 1); at special lines in
2 More precisely, part of the surface corresponds to Zamolod-
chikov’s Z4 S-matrix after charge conjugation of one of the par-
ticles, see appendix B.
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FIG. 4. Connections between S-matrices showing up in this
work as well as in [10, 12]. Green boxes: S-matrices with
bound-states. Blue boxes: S-matrices without bound states.
∗: Known corresponding Lagrangian field theory (LFT). :
Unknown corresponding LFT.
the Z2 bounds (figure 2) and now in full surfaces in the Z4
problem (figure 3). Would be great to understand math-
ematically where this additional physical factorization is
coming from.
II. A WEB OF RELATIONS
Both in this and in previews works [10, 12] a myriad
of integrable two-component 2D S-matrices were found
to be located along the boundary of the space of am-
plitudes allowed by consistency with UV completeness.
The various S-matrices obtained in this way are not in-
dependent, but connected through an intricate web of
relations, summarized in figure 4 and reviewed in this
section. The expressions for the exact S-matrices can be
found in appendix D where more details are given.
We begin the web of relations with the Zamolod-
chikov’s Z4 S-matrix, bootstrapped in figure 3. The most
curious feature of this S-matrix, described in details in
appendix D 3, is its periodicity for real values of the ra-
pidity θ, defined by s = 4m2 cosh(θ/2)2, which at high
energies amounts to periodicity in log s. As pointed out
by Zamolodchikov [21], this suggests a sort of RG-time
periodicity, which may explain the current lacks of a La-
grangian description for this model. The S-matrix is de-
scribed by two parameters: the elliptic modulus κ and
the coupling γ. When we take κ → 0 (arrow 1©) the
Z4 charge gets enhanced to a U(1) topological charge,
and the S-matrix gets reduced to the sine-Gordon kinks
S-matrix. The remaining real parameter is the free pa-
rameter γ of the sine-Gordon model which controls the
spectrum of the theory.
As a limit of the Z4 S-matrix (which has no bound-
states) we land in the regime γ > pi where the only stable
particles are the sine-Gordon solitons. Once we analyt-
ically continue into γ < pi we reach the regime where
there are bound states called breathers. The scattering
of these breathers can be obtained by fusing pairs of kinks
in a multi-kink scattering process (arrow 2©), detailed in
appendix D 1. The lightest breather S-matrix, obtained
in this way, is the simplest S-matrix one can bootstrap
as analyzed in [6, 12].
As said previously, for γ > pi the only stable particles
in the sine-Gordon spectrum are the solitons. However
when γ = pip, with p ≥ 3 and p ∈ Z, some multi-soliton
states decouple and the spectrum can be restricted (ar-
row 3©). This process defines the restricted sine-Gordon
theory, see appendix D 2. This theory has no free param-
eters and no bound states. The case of interest is p = 4,
for which the restricted theory is supersymmetric.
The supersymmetric sine-Gordon solitons S-matrix is
built in a nice factorized way (arrow 4©) from the two
S-matrices we just encountered as
SSSGkinks(θ, γ) = SSGkinks(θ, γ)⊗ S(p=4)RSGkinks(θ) ,
where the SG soliton scattering matrix part takes care of
the topological quantum numbers while the RSG matrix
deals with the SUSY charges. Just like in SG we can fuse
(arrow 5©) the (supersymmetric) kinks to obtain the S-
matrix of the (supersymmetric) breathers, which retains
the factorized structure,
SSSGbreathers(θ, γ) = SSGbreathers(θ, γ)⊗ S(p=4)RSGbreathers(θ, γ) .
This is the S-matrix at the vertex of figure 1.
Since the fusing momenta depend on γ, the fusion pro-
cess introduces a γ dependence in the SUSY-related fac-
tor. However, this term does not correspond to a scat-
tering process in the RSG theory. After all, as said be-
fore, the restricted model has no free parameter and no
breathers. Nevertheless it is precisely this S-matrix fac-
tor by itself that shows up as as the boundary of the
purple region in figure 1.
The SUSY factor in the SSG 1st breather supermulti-
plet S-matrix can be deformed into an elliptic integrable
S-matrix SED controlled by an extra parameter κ, arrow
6©. This deformation breaks supersymmetry but pre-
serves the Z2 fermion number symmetry intact. We en-
counter it as the solid line in the more general Z2 setup of
figure 2. Finally, it is also possible to deform the SSG 1st
breather S-matrix preserving supersymmetry but break-
ing integrability, see arrow 7© and appendix D 6. Such
S-matrix, SNF, describes the full boundary of the space
of theories in figure 1. It is a curious example of solu-
tion which we can find analytically and yet does not obey
Yang-Baxter. Would be nice if there was a physical the-
ory which realizes (at least an approximate version) of
this S-matrix.
The lower dimensional sections of various S-matrix
spaces in figures 1, 2 and 3 – with a vast plethora of
very rich S-matrices at their boundary as summarized in
figure 4 – are the main results of this letter. Some of the
5amazing features in these S-matrix spaces – such as uni-
tarity saturation – are now somehow demystified [4] while
others – such as emerge of factorization or exotic period-
icities in the kinematical variables – remain as elusive as
ever. Would be very interesting to explore other setups
with different symmetries and space-time dimensions to
better shed light over these puzzles and to best under-
stand how universal they really are. One very concrete
avenue for analytic progress is to zoom in on the vertices
close to free theories and see if there is still some interest-
ing Lagrangian games to be played a la [2, 7]. Would be
nice to see if such simple perturbative games, combined
with some important bootstrap intuition, could lead to
the discovery of new interesting theories.
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Appendix A: Parity and signs
In this appendix we formally review the relation be-
tween parity and the signs of residues appearing in the
S-matrix [11].
Consider a diagonal scattering process in which a par-
ticle a collides against a particle b where both have mass
m. If ab can form a bound state c of mass mc, the S-
matrix Sabab will contain a pole at s = m
2
c :
Sabab(s→ m2c) ∼ −Jc out
〈ab|c〉∗inout〈c|ab〉in
s−m2c
,
where Jc = m
4/(2mc
√
4m2 −m2c) is a Jacobian factor
relating the free and interacting parts of the S-matrix.
We can use a PT transformation to rewrite the first
three point function as3
out〈ab|c〉in = in〈ab|c〉outη∗aη∗bσabηc,
where σab = −1 if a and b are fermions, one otherwise,
and ηx is the intrinsic parity of x. Therefore the sign of
the residue of the s-channel pole is given by −η∗aη∗bσabηc.
3 Our discussion is formal because this bound state production pro-
cess happens for unphysical values of s, and so the two-particle
states |ab〉in/out are schematic.
Let’s compare the general result above with some fa-
miliar examples. Recall that bosons may have intrinsic
parity ±1 while Majorana fermions may have intrinsic
parity ±i. If we scatter two identical bosons or Majo-
rana fermions, the s-channel residue is always negative,
since η∗aη
∗
bσab = 1 in these cases (as is ηc from parity
conservation).
Next suppose that we scatter a parity even boson and
a Majorana fermion of parity i. If they form as a bound
state a Majorana fermion with the same parity as the
external fermion, then the residue in the s-channel will
be negative as well. On the other hand, if the bound
state fermion has parity −i the residue will be positive.
The same would occur when scattering two non-identical
even bosons which produce a pseudo-scalar as a bound
state. These unusual signs are relevant for the SUSY
setup with an anti-fundamental bound state considered
in section I A, see also appendix C.
Appendix B: Selection rules and crossing
In the main text we considered three two-particle scat-
tering scenarios. The SUSY setup, in which we scatter a
N = 1 supermultiplet against itself, is discussed in detail
in appendix C. In this appendix we spell out the selec-
tion rules imposed by symmetry and the constraints from
crossing in the two remaining cases: the Z2 setup, where
we consider the scattering of two particle states formed
out of a degenerate boson and fermion pair, (φ, ψ), and
the Z4 setup, where we scatter all two particle states
formed out of a particle of unit charge under Z4, 1, to-
gether with its antiparticle, 3. In all cases we assume that
the scattered particles are the lightest in the (gapped)
spectrum.
In the Z2 setup, fermion number symmetry together
with parity and time-reversal symmetry impose that the
two-to-two S-matrix, in the {|φφ〉, |φψ〉, |ψφ〉, |ψψ〉} ba-
sis, is of the form
SZ2(θ) =

Sφφφφ(θ) 0 0 S
ψψ
φφ (θ)
0 Sφψφψ (θ) S
ψφ
φψ (θ) 0
0 Sψφφψ (θ) S
φψ
φψ (θ) 0
Sψψφφ (θ) 0 0 S
ψψ
ψψ (θ)
 ,
where as usual, the rapidity θ is related to the center of
mass energy squared s through s = 4m2 cosh2(θ/2).
Crossing symmetry relates the scattering amplitudes
at different channels through analytic continuation. The
diagonal elements are self-crossing and the annihila-
tion and reflection amplitudes, cross into each other:
Sψψφφ (θ) = S
ψφ
φψ (ipi − θ).
The bound state spectrum in each setup is imple-
mented through the presence of single poles in each S-
matrix element. For example, in the Z2 setup, assuming
the presence of a degenerate boson and fermion pair (b, f)
6of mass mbs as bound states, we have
Sψψφφ (s) = −Jbs
gφφbgψψb
s−m2bs
− Jbs
g2φψf
t−m2bs
+ regular
where regular correspond to analytic terms away from
the unitarity cuts at s < 0 or s > 4m2 and Jbs =
m4/(2mbs
√
4m2 −m2bs) is a Jacobian factor.
In the Z4 setup, the selection rules from charge con-
servation combined with parity, time-reversal and charge
conjugation symmetry constrain the S-matrix to be
SZ4(θ) =

S1111(θ) 0 0 S
33
11(θ)
0 S1313(θ) S
31
13(θ) 0
0 S3113(θ) S
13
13(θ) 0
S3311(θ) 0 0 S
11
11(θ)
 (B1)
in the {|11〉, |13〉, |31〉, |33〉} basis. Crossing symmetry
acts as Scdab(θ) = S
c(4−b)
a(4−d)(ipi − θ) and thus relates the
transmission amplitudes as S1111(θ) = S
13
13(ipi − θ) while
the annihilation and reflection amplitudes, S3311(θ) and
S3113(θ), are now self crossing symmetric.
Given a solution of the Z4 bootstrap setup, i.e. an
S-matrix with the correct analytic structure, satisfying
unitarity and crossing, one can generate extra solutions
by applying independently the following set of transfor-
mations:
SZ4 → −SZ4 ,
S3311 → −S3311 ,
S3113 → −S3113 , (B2) S
11
11
S3311
S1313
S3113
→
 0 0 1 00 0 0 11 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

 S
11
11
S3311
S1313
S3113
 .
The last transformation can be understood as a conju-
gation of the S-matrix by the operator 1⊗C, each factor
acting on a single asymptotic particle, with particles be-
ing ordered in two particle states by their rapidities, and
C denoting charge conjugation. The other transforma-
tions are trivial or unphysical modifications.
Appendix C: Supersymmetry algebra and
representations
The N = 1 superalgebra can be written in light-cone
coordinates as
{Q−, Q+} = 0 , Q2+ = P+ , Q2− = P− ,
where P± = me±θ are the light-cone momenta. We real-
ize the algebra as follows
Q+|φ〉 = 
√
meθ/2|ψ〉
Q+|ψ〉 = ∗
√
meθ/2|φ〉
Q−|φ〉 = ∗
√
me−θ/2|ψ〉
Q−|ψ〉 = 
√
me−θ/2|φ〉
where θ is the rapidity of the state it acts on and  is
a phase conventionally chosen to be  = e−ipi/4 so that
crossing is implemented without extra phases, see [18].
Requiring that the Z2 S-matrix (B1) further commutes
with the supercharges [1, 17], constrains the S-matrix
SSUSY to take the form
SSUSY =

Sφφφφ 0 0
i(Sφψφψ−Sφφφφ)
csch(θ/2)
0 Sφψφψ
Sφφφφ−Sφψφψ
sech(θ/2) 0
0
Sφφφφ−Sφψφψ
sech(θ/2) S
φψ
φψ 0
i(Sφψφψ−Sφφφφ)
csch(θ/2) 0 0 S
φφ
φφ − 2Sφψφψ

(C1)
which we can also write as SSUSY = σ+T+ + σ−T− with
T− =

sinh(θ/4)2
cosh(θ/2) 0 0
i tanh(θ/2)
2
0 12 − 12 0
0 − 12 12 0
i tanh(θ/2)
2 0 0 − cosh
2(θ/4)
cosh(θ/2)

and
T+ =

cosh2(θ/4)
cosh(θ/2) 0 0 − i tanh(θ/2)2
0 12
1
2 0
0 12
1
2 0
− i tanh(θ/2)2 0 0 − sinh(θ/4)
2
cosh(θ/2)
 .
The tensors Ti are invariant under supersymmetry and
are constructed such that
Ti(θ)Tj(−θ) = δijPi(θ) ,
where Pi are orthonormal projectors:
Pi(θ)Pj(θ) = δijPi(θ) ,
P−(θ) + P+(θ) = 1 .
Using these properties we can simply write
S(θ)S(−θ) = |σ−(θ)|2P−(θ) + |σ+(θ)|2P+(θ) .
In sum, the advantage of this parametrization is that it
trivializes unitarity to
|σ+(θ)|2 ≤ 1 and |σ−(θ)|2 ≤ 1 .
At this point unitarity is cast in the same spirit of previ-
ous S-matrix bootstrap works [5, 8]. As in those works,
we are splitting the symmetry group into irreducible rep-
resentations associated with the projectors P+ and P−
corresponding to the fundamental and anti-fundamental
representations of the supersymmetry algebra. Within
each channel, unitarity is as straightforward as for a sin-
gle component scattering.
To put a bound state excitation in a particular repre-
sentation we must put a single pole in the correspondent
σi function, or conversely, require that the residue of the
other representation is zero. If we let θ∗ = iγ be the
7position of the bound state pole in the θ-plane, we have
the following relations between the coupling strenghts4:
fundamental : g2φφb = g
2
φψf
(
1 + sec
(
γ
2
))
,
anti-fundamental : g2φφb = g
2
φψf
(−1 + sec (γ2 )) . (C2)
The difference in the signs of residues in each case can
be interpreted as a difference in the parities of the bound
states, see appendix A. In both scenarios the boson is
parity even, but the fermionic bound state differs. It
has the same parity as the external fermion when the
multiplet is in the fundamental representation and the
opposite parity when it is in the anti-fundamental repre-
sentation.
Appendix D: Exact S-matrices
In this appendix we briefly review the exact S-matrices
and related field theories showing up in this work. These
include the regular sine-Gordon model (SG) [20], the
supersymmetric sine-Gordon model (SSG) [1], the re-
stricted sine-Gordon model (RSG) [3, 16], Zamolod-
chikov’s Z4 S-matrix [21] and, so far as we are aware,
a novel elliptic deformation of the SSG breathers S-
matrix [10], and a new non-factorizable deformation of
SSG. The relations between the various S-matrices are
summarised in section II.
1. Sine-Gordon
We begin with the regular sine-Gordon theory, whose
action is
ASG =
(γ + pi)
8piγ
∫
d2x
(
∂µφ∂
µφ
2
+m2 (cosφ− 1)
)
,
where γ is the effective coupling. For γ ≥ pi the spectrum
consists of solitons {|+〉, |−〉} carrying U(1) topological
charges. Their exact scattering [20] matrix SSGkinks(θ),
in the {|+ +〉, |+−〉, | −+〉, | − −〉} basis, is equal to
U(θ)×

sinh
pi(ipi−θ)
γ
0 0 0
0 sinh piθ
γ
i sin pi
2
γ
0
0 i sin pi
2
γ
sinh piθ
γ
0
0 0 0 sinh
pi(ipi−θ)
γ

(D1)
where U(θ) = Γ
(
pi
γ
)
Γ
(
1+i
θ
γ
)
Γ
(
1−piγ−i
θ
γ
)
ipi
∞∏
n=1
Fn(θ)Fn(ipi−θ)
Fn(0)Fn(ipi)
with Fn(θ) =
Γ( 2npi+iθγ )Γ(1+
2npi+iθ
γ )
Γ( (2n+1)pi+iθγ )Γ(1+
(2n−1)pi+iθ
γ )
. The S-
matrix (D1) corresponds to the green edge along the
4 We can also arrive at the coupling relations by writing the
residues as three point functions and use supersymmetric Ward
identities.
✓2 + ✓b/2
✓2   ✓b/2
✓1   ✓b/2
✓1 + ✓b/2
Skinks (✓   ✓b)
Skinks (✓ + ✓b)
Skinks (✓) Skinks (✓)
✓1 + ✓b/2
✓1   ✓b/2
✓2   ✓b/2
✓2 + ✓b/2
Sbreathers (✓ ⌘ ✓1   ✓2)
✓1 ✓2
FIG. 5. Suppose we scatter two pairs of kinks, the con-
stituents of each pair having the precise relative rapidity θb
so as to form a breather. We then let this bound states col-
lide and later decay. That will correspond to a double pole
of the 4 → 4 kink S-matrix whose coefficient is proportional
to the breather-breather S-matrix of the theory. This is the
process described in the left hand side of the picture. From
integrability, we can rearrange the incoming wave packets so
that the kinks scatter before fusing into bound states, as in
the right hand side of the figure. In this way, we relate the
breathers S-matrix to a factorised product of four two-to-two
kinks S-matrix. For simplicity, we omitted quantum numbers
that would be relevant in the sine-Gordon or supersymmetric
sine-Gordon theories, such as topological or SUSY charges.
The fusing angle is fixed both in SG and SSG to be θb = iγ.
boundary of the Z4 symmetric S-matrices of figure 3.
The edge is parameterized by γ ∈ (pi,∞), with γ = pi
corresponding to free field theory.
For γ < pi the solitons can form bound-states called
breathers. In integrable theories, the bound states S-
matrix can be obtained from the fusion of the S-matrices
of their constituents, figure 5. For the lightest breather
of sine-Gordon this gives
SSGbreathers (θ) =
sinh θ + i sin γ
sinh θ − i sin γ ,
which appeared in the S-matrix bootstrap context in
[12]. There it was shown (both analytically and numeri-
cally) that this S-matrix has the biggest coupling between
the external particles (lightest breather) and their bound
state (second-lightest breather).
2. Restricted sine-Gordon
The sine-Gordon theory possess Uq(sl(2)) quantum
symmetry with q = −e−ipi2/γ . The physics of the model
is drastically modified when q is a root of identity, i.e.,
for γ = pip, with p ≥ 3 and p ∈ Z. For this values some
multi-soliton states decouple and the spectrum can be
restricted. It is then useful to introduce a new basis of
particles, as described in figure 6, each carrying a rapidity
and two Uq(sl(2)) spin quantum numbers.
8= |j0  ✓1 ! j1  ✓2 ! j2  · · ·! jn 1  ✓n ! jni
X
m1,m2,...,mn ✓
✓n 1,
1
2
,mn 1
◆
✓
✓n,
1
2
,mn
◆
jn 2 jn 1
jn = 0
✓
✓1,
1
2
,m1
◆✓
✓2,
1
2
,m2
◆
j2j1 =
1
2
j0 = 0
FIG. 6. Consider an n-soliton state in sine-Gordon theory.
Each soliton carries a rapidity θi and a spin 1/2 index mi.
To construct a basis of Uq(sl(2)) invariant states we order
the solitons in a comb-like structure and project into inter-
mediate Uq(sl(2)) partial-waves at each vertex by contracting
the incoming Uq(sl(2)) indices with some appropriately nor-
malised 3j-symbols, see [16] for details. Here we omit and
sum over the spin indices of the intermediate states, as well
as sum over external indices mi. The state is invariant if we
require that the final symbol projects the state into the spin
0 representation. The invariant subspace is spanned by dif-
ferent decomposition histories (0, 1/2, j2, . . . , jn−2, 1/2, 0). In
this basis, it is useful to think of each rapidity θi as carrying
two quantum numbers (ji−1, ji), see figure 7.
The S-matrix between these new excitations is ob-
tained from the fundamental solitons S-matrix (D1)
through an interaction-round-a-face to vertex transfor-
mation. For a given p, the RSG kinks S-matrix is defined
by
|j0 ← θ1 → j1 . . . ji−1 ← θi → ji ← θi+1 → ji+1 . . . jn〉 =∑
ji
S
(p)
RSGkinks
(
ji−1 j′i
ji ji+1
∣∣∣∣ θ ≡ θi − θi+1) (D2)
|j0 ← θ1 → j1 . . . ji−1 ← θi → ji ← θi+1 → ji+1 . . . jn〉.
As explained in figure 7, one can then determine this S-
matrix in terms of SSGkinks and the Uq(sl(2)) 3j-symbols
[3], to be
S
(p)
RSGkinks
(
a b
c d
∣∣∣∣ θ) = U(θ)2 ( [2a+1][2b+1][2c+1][2d+1]) iθ2pi Rabcd
Rabcd =
√
[2a+1][2b+1]
[2c+1][2d+1] sinh
(
piθ
γ
)
δad + sinh
(
ipi−θ
γ
)
δcb ,
[x] = q
x−q−x
q−q−1 ,
where U(θ) has the same form as in SSGkinks .
As a consistency check on the restriction one can use
this explicit form to verify that the RSG scattering am-
plitudes vanish whenever a, c, d ≤ p/2− 1 < b. For p = 4
the quantum group charges act on the scattering states
ji 1 ji+1
ji
j0i
ji 1 ji+1
✓i
✓i
✓i+1
✓i+1
SsG kinks
SrsG kinks
✓
ji 1 j0i
ji ji+1
     ✓ ⌘ ✓i   ✓i+1◆X
X
FIG. 7. Each RSG kink carries a rapidity θi and quantum
numbers (ji−1, ji) associated to the neighbouring intermedi-
ate spins. Their S-matrix is defined by equation (D2) in terms
of the states described in figure 6, and its relation to the reg-
ular SG kinks’ S-matrix is illustrated above. As before, spin
indexes are summed over and ommited. Note that the incom-
ing and outgoing kinks must share the ji−1 and ji+1 quantum
numbers: this is an IRF type S-matrix.
described in figure 6 as N = 1 supersymmetry5.
3. Zamolodchikov’s Z4 S-matrix
It turns out that for γ > pi the sine-Gordon kinks’ S-
matrix admits a one-parameter deformation which pre-
serves integrability. This is the Z4-symmetric elliptic S-
matrix of Zamolodchikov [21], and is the basic building
block to construct the full boundary of the space consid-
ered in figure 3. It describes the two-to-two scattering
in a theory with two particles {|1〉, |3〉}. These form a
particle-antiparticle pair with charges one and three un-
der Z4, respectively. The explicit S-matrix SZ4(θ) in the
{|11〉, |13〉, |31〉, |33〉} basis is equal to
U(θ)×

sn(pi+iθ)α
snpiα
0 0
sn(pi+iθ)αsniθα
k
0 − sniθαsnpiα 1 0
0 1 − sniθαsnpiα 0sn(pi+iθ)αsniθα
k 0 0
sn(pi+iθ)α
snpiα

where k = −1/√κ and where here
U(θ) = exp
∞∑
n=1
4 sinh2(2pin(pi−β)/β′) sin(2pin(ipi−θ)/β′)
n csc(2pinθ/β′) sinh (4pinβ/β′) cosh (2pi2n/β′) ,
β = 2K(κ)/α , β′ = 2K(1− κ)/α , snx ≡ sn(x, κ) ,
with K(κ) denoting the complete elliptic integral of the
first kind and sn the Jacobi elliptic sine and α = pi/γ.
5 Strictly speaking one has to do a change of basis on this states
to define a canonical basis that transforms appropriately under
supersymmetry as detailed in [1].
9From real analyticity the deformation parameter κ
must takes values in [0, 1) while α must be either purely
imaginary or real. In the κ → 0 limit we recover the
sine-Gordon kinks S-matrix. It turns out that due to pe-
riodicity on the θ-plane the coupling value must be fur-
ther constrained by α ∈ i
(
0, K(1−κ)pi
)
or α ∈
(
0, 2K(κ)pi
)
to prevent unphysical poles from coming into the phys-
ical sheet. Applying transformations (B2) to Zamolod-
chikov’s Z4 S-matrix the full boundary of the space de-
scribed in figure 3 is obtained.
4. Minimal supersymmetric sine-Gordon
The N = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon action is
given by
ASSG =
(γ + 2pi)
4piγ
∫
d2x
(
∂µφ∂
µφ
2
+
i
2
ψ¯ /∂ψ+
+
m2
4
cosφ2 − m
2
ψ¯ψ cosφ
)
.
Just as sine-Gordon, for γ < pi, the spectrum con-
tains bound states (breathers). And by the same pro-
cess of fusion, described in figure 5, we obtain the S-
matrix of the lightest breather supermultiplet, [1]. In
the {|φφ〉, |φψ〉, |ψφ〉, |ψψ〉} basis it is given by
SSSGbreather (θ) = SSGbreather (θ)U (θ)× (D3)
2i sin(γ/2)
sinh(θ)
+1 0 0 sin(γ/2)
cosh( θ2 )
0 1 i sin(γ/2)
sinh( θ2 )
0
0 i sin(γ/2)
sinh( θ2 )
1 0
sin(γ/2)
cosh( θ2 )
0 0 2i sin(γ/2)
sinh(θ)
−1

where
U (θ) =[
Γ (−iθ/2pi)
Γ (1/2− iθ/2pi)
∞∏
n=1
(
Γ (γ/2pi − (iθ/2pi) + n)
Γ (γ/2pi − (iθ/2pi) + n+ 1/2)×
Γ (−γ/2pi − (iθ/2pi) + n− 1) Γ2 (−(iθ/2pi) + n− 1/2)
Γ (−γ/2pi − (iθ/2pi) + n− 1/2) Γ2 (−(iθ/2pi) + n− 1)
)]
×
[θ → ipi − θ]
The poles in the lightest breather S-matrix corre-
spond to the second-lightest breather supermultiplet of
the spectrum.
It turns out that the supersymmetric sine-Gordon S-
matrix is completely fixed by supersymmetry and Yang-
Baxter [17, 18]. Indeed, requiring that the general SUSY
S-matrix (C1) satisfies the Yang-Baxter condition im-
plies that Sφφφφ/S
φψ
φψ = 1 + iα/ sinh θ/2 with α a con-
stant. The overall factor is then fixed by unitarity up
to CDD ambiguities. Furthermore, by requiring that
the residues in different matrix elements are consistent
with a bound state in the fundamental representation
we fix α and obtain the matrix structure of the SSG
breathers S-matrix (D3). For a bound state in the
anti-fundamental representation, the S-matrix is simi-
larly fixed to be SSSGbreathers analytically continued to
γ → γ + 2pi.
5. Elliptic deformation of the supersymmetric
sine-Gordon
In [10] a Yang-Baxter preserving but supersymmetry
breaking deformation of (D3) was obtained. The S-
matrix is
SED(θ) = SSGbreathers(θ)U(θ)×
dnθωsniγω
cnθωsnθω
+ dniγω 0 0
dnθωsniγω
cnθω
0 1
snγω
snθω
0
0
snγω
snθω
1 0
dnθωsniγω
cnθω
0 0
dnθωsniγω
cnθωsnθω
− dniγω

where
U(θ) = −i sinh (θ) exp
(∫∞
−∞
dθ′
2pii
log(g(θ′)/ sinh(θ′)2)
sinh(θ−θ′+i)
)
ω = − ipiK(κ) , g(θ) = 1− sn(iγω,κ)
2
sn(θω,κ)2 ,
snx = sn(x, κ) , dnx = dn(x, κ) , cnx = cn(x, κ) .
The deformation parameter κ is constrained to the
interval (−∞, 1) due to real analyticity, with the SSG
breathers S-matrix being recovered in the κ → 0 limit.
The residues of this S-matrix as a function of κ corre-
spond to the solid line in figure 3.
6. Non factorizable deformation of supersymmetric
sine-Gordon
Following the steps described in appendix E we were
able to obtain an analytical expression for the supersym-
metric S-matrices that lies along boundary of the space
described in figure 1:
SNF(θ) = SSSGbreathers (θ)U(θ)×
r(θ) 0 0 i(1−r(θ))csch(θ/2)
0 1 r(θ)−1sech(θ/2) 0
0 r(θ)−1sech(θ/2) 1 0
i(1−r(θ))
csch(θ/2) 0 0 r(θ)− 2

, (D4)
where
U(θ) = ±
(
sinh θ − i√t
sinh θ + i
√
t
)Θ(t)
× exp
(
−
∫ ∞
−∞
dθ′
2pii
log
(
1− cosh2 (θ′/2) (1− r(θ′))2)
sinh(θ′ − θ + i)
)
,
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with r(θ) being the ratio function found in (E2).
By varying the parameter t ∈ R and the overall signs
in U we parametrize the full boundary of figure 1. The
CDD-zero only makes sense for positive t. Negative val-
ues of this parameter would break real analyticity and
introduce poles in physical of scattering energies, hence
the presence of the step function. The reader can see
that t = 0 yields the SSG model.
Appendix E: More on the ratio function
The S-matrices on the boundary of the supersymmetric
bootstrap are unitary. This constrains the S-matrices to
be on the form (D4) with the condition that
r(θ) + r(−θ) = 2 (E1)
where r is simply the ratio between the two independent
S-matrices elements (r = Sφφφφ/S
φψ
φψ ).
Using crossing symmetry in the relation above, is easy
to see that this ratio function is 2pii-periodic. This al-
lows us to look only at two sheets of the θ-plane. It
turns out that on the boundary the ratio has a very sim-
ple analytical structure. In the first sheet the numerical
solutions have a pole at θ = iδ1, a zero at θ = iδ2 and
their corresponding crossing symmetric partners. On the
second sheet they have the same poles plus an extra zero
at θ = ipi + δ3 and its crossing symmetric partner
6.
We start with an ansatz manifestly crossing symmetric
and with the correct analytic structure
r(θ) = A
(
sinh( 12 (θ−iδ2)) sinh( 12 (θ−iδ3))
sinh(θ−iδ1)
)
× (δj → pi − δj) .
The unitarity constraint (E1) fixes δ3 as a function
of δ1 and δ2, leaving two free parameters. Let θ∗ = iγ
be the position of the bound state pole. The fact that
the residues of the supersymmetric S-matrix elements are
related by (C2) gives another constraint,
r(iγ) = 1± sec(γ/2) ,
where the sign reflects which representation one chooses.
This relation fixes δ2 as a function of δ1.
At the SSG point (or at its equivalent for the anti-
fundamental representation) we have δ1 = 0 and there-
fore
r(θ)|δ1=0 = 1±
2i sin(γ/2)
sinh θ
,
which fixes the overall constant A.
6 Numerically we observe that the δ’s belong to (0, pi) or
{pi/2 + iτ |τ ∈ R}.
The final solution then depends on two parameters:
t = sin2 δ1 and γ that determines the bound state mass,
r(θ) = 1± i
(
2 sin
(γ
2
)
− t
sin γ cos
(
γ
2
)) sinh(θ)
t+ sinh(θ)2
.
(E2)
Note that when t = 0 we recover the SSG model as ex-
pected and when t = sin(γ)2 we reach the free theories
points.
Appendix F: Numerics
Our numerics follow verbatin the algorithms in [9, 10,
12]. In short we first propose a very general ansatz for the
S-matrix elements in terms of a large linear combination
of basis functions as (here the index a labels all possible
scattering channels)
Sa(s) = polesa + regulara =
N∑
n=1
c(n)a fn(s) .
with N as large as our computers allow. What are these
functions fn? They can be any basis which spans the
full space of possible S-matrices – with their required
analytic properties – as N →∞. Common examples are
Fourier series, Taylor expansions, (discretized) dispersion
relations etc. We use the latter for the plots in this letter.
Note that both the S-matrix elements at some off-shell
value, Sa(s∗), as well as the residues of the poles of the
S-matrix elements are then explicit linear combinations
of the c
(n)
a . These linear combinations are what we want
to maximize or minimize to determine the boundary of
the allowed S-matrix space.
So all we have to do is to maximize these linear combi-
nations subject to the two relevant physical constraints
which are crossing and unitarity. Crossing Sa(4 − s) =
CabSb(s) is a simple linear constraints on the c
(n)
a ’s. We
can use it to simply eliminate some of these constants
in terms of the others. Unitarity is more interesting. In
terms of probability conservation it reads as |Sa(s)|2 ≤ 1
for any real s above the two-particle production thresh-
old. This condition can be trivially linearized as the
statement that the matrix(
1 Sa(s)
Sa(s)
∗ 1
)
is positive semi-definite in that same range of s. In prac-
tice we impose this condition in a grid in s starting from
threshold and going to some large energy value. For each
s we get a positive semi-definite condition, all of which
linear in all the parameters c
(n)
a . Hence our maximiza-
tion problem is nothing but what is called a semidefinite
programming (SDP) problem for which we can use the
very powerful sdpb software developed by Simons-Duffin
[19]. That is what we did.
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